Sweden

Postcode type and position
5 digits to left of the locality name, with a space between 3rd and 4th digits and preceded by “SE-.”

Coding method
1 1 4 5 5

Position of the address on the envelope
Bottom right-hand corner

Alignment of address lines
Left-aligned

Address format
The Swedish Post requires the ISO-2 country code to be used on all international mail items being delivered to Sweden. For domestic mail, ISO-2 code is not required.

Examples
International mail being delivered to Sweden:

SVEN NILSSON
NYBY 10
SE-123 45 LILLBYN
SWEDEN

POSTBOLAGEN AB
BOX 1121
SE-111 81 STOCKHOLM
SWEDEN

Domestic mail:

ERIK ANDERSSON
EKVÄGEN 1
120 35 TYRESÖ

Contact
POSTEN AB
QUALITY
SE-105 00 STOCKHOLM
SWEDEN

Tel  (+46 8) 781 6990
Fax: (+46 8) 208 150

Website
www.posten.se
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